
Muslim Aid teams are in Nepal after the earthquake hit Nepal on April 25 
killing around 8000 people and leaving more than 28000 injured. 
According to the report of Nepalese government 8.1 million were affected by 
the quake, including approximately 126,000 pregnant women, 21,000 of 
whom will need obstetric care in the coming three months. More than 
450,000 people are displaced. Over 160,000 houses were destroyed and 
above 143,000 damaged.
Muslim Aid started its relief activities following the devastation caused by the 
7.9 magnitude earthquake. Muslim Aid has been assisting 100 vulnerable 

f a m i l i e s  i n  
Bhaktapur district. 
These fami l ies  
h a v e  b e e n  
displaced after their houses were collapsed. They are now living in tents or tarpaulins.
Muslim Aid has been providing ready-to-eat food, water jars, water purification tablets, 
clothing and first aid to the affected people. 
Unfortunately second earthquake in two weeks devastated the region. At least 16 
people died and more than 300 injured as a second earthquake struck Nepal at a 
magnitude of 7.3, flattening buildings 30 miles away. Muslim Aid extended its first aid 
and relief activities in response to second earthquake. It will continue its relief and 
humanitarian activities to mitigate the sufferings of affected people. 

UNFAO, UN-OCHA acknowledge Muslim Aid interventions
UNFAO in its newsletter of April 2015 published a success 
story of Muslim Aid interventions for supporting TDPs 
through feed distribution for livestock and deworming in 
Karak, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. 
UN-OCHA (Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affair) also mentioned Muslim Aid Pakistan as an implementing partner in 
Food Security Cluster in its Emergency Response Fund Annual Report 2014.
The recognitions by esteemed donors are testimony to capability, efficiency and hard work on part of Muslim Aid in implementing 
projects with professionalism, zest and commitment to excellence in humanitarian and development interventions for vulnerable 
communities. 
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Muslim Aid awarded for excellent 
humanitarian efforts for TDPs
Pakistan Army and District Government of Bannu organized a Sports Gala for temporarily 
displaced persons who are living in Bannu TDP camps after military operation in North Waziristan 
Agency. The event was organized from May 12 to 14. Matches of football, volleyball, badminton, 
martial arts and gymnastic were held during the gala. 
Humanitarian organizations working for TDPs in Bannu also established stalls and displayed their 
humanitarian interventions for TDPs of NWA. People from different walks of life including Pak Army 
and government officials, civil society representatives and locals visited the stalls. 
Major General Saher Shamshad Lodhi, on behalf of Corps Commander Peshawar Lt. General 
Hidayat-ur-Rehman, and Asmatullah Khan Gandapur, Commissioner Bannu, presented a special 
shield to Muslim Aid in recognition of its quick response and outstanding services for TDPs in 
Bannu. Syed Muhammad Ali Shah, Emergency Response Coordinator Muslim Aid Bannu, 
received the shield. 
Muslim Aid was acknowledged for its work in health, education, shelters and livestock sectors for 
TDPs. Government officials and stakeholders appreciated the exceptional efforts of Muslim Aid in 
settlement and sustainable capacity building of TDPs. 

Muslim Aid continues relief activities in Nepal
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Muslim Aid was not only the forerunner in reaching out to people of 
Jhang stranded in flash floods of 2014 but also started long term 
rehabilitation program for the flood affected communities. Since flood 
waters inundated nine union councils of Tehsil Athara Hazari in 
District Jhang, domestic animals were killed and crops were 
destroyed by raging water. Moreover disease outbreak spread havoc 
in the communities forced to live under open sky. 
Muslim Aid Pakistan designed UMCOR funded FSL project in flood 
affected areas of Tehsil Athara Hazari. MAP FSL project 
strengthened capacity of locals and enhanced sustainability through 
the provision of agriculture and livestock inputs. Muslim Aid provided 
Rabbi crops seeds and fertilizers to 100 flood affected farmers and 

distributed kitchen gardening vegetable seeds packages among 250 
families. Muslim Aid also offered training for their capacity building on 
organic farming. 
In livestock inputs Muslim Aid distributed 200 feed packages. Beside, 
MAP technical team in collaboration with Livestock & Dairy 
Development Department vaccinated and de-wormed around 
fourteen thousand ruminants against foot and mouth diseases, 
pesticides parasite ruminant and de-wormed against external and 
internal parasites of large and small animals. MAP interventions 
transformed the lives of local community. Keeping in view the exit 
strategies of the project, MAP endeavored to do sustainable 
solutions for the community through capacity building. 

Muslim Aid, UMCOR 
provide livestock support to flood-hit community

DFID CCU official visits WASH project Jampur
Program Director Consortium Coordination Unit (CCU) Mr. Iftikhar 
Shaheen visited WASH project of Muslim Aid in Jampur to monitor 
the project and interact with beneficiaries to get feedback on the 
project. Mr. Saqib Farooq Babar, Head of Programs Muslim Aid, Mr. 
Imran Shah Project manager WaterAid, and Mr. Khurram Khurshid 
Provincial Manager Punjab Muslim Aid, accompanied Mr. Iftikhar 
during his visit. Muslim Aid officials briefed him on the current status 
of the project and Muslim Aid interventions to improve living of local 
community through WASH. 

Muslim Aid Pakistan is implementing WASH-CLTS project in district 
Rajanpur in partnership with WaterAid. This project titled as South 

Asia WASH Results (SAWR) is being implemented with the funding 
of DFID. DFID has made a Consortium Coordination Unit (CCU) for 
compilation, monitoring and evaluation of database of users and 
beneficiaries reported by partners from field areas. 

Program Director CCU also selected samples of sanitation users for 
monitoring. He expressed his gratitude to all team members and 
congratulated them on successful implementation of the project. He 
cited that the acceptance of Muslim Aid within the community is 
exception which is due to dedicated and continuous efforts of Muslim 
Aid. He said it is an achievement of Muslim Aid that community and 
stakeholders trust it for its development and humanitarian projects. 
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I got it excellent this year: Gaining food security through 
sustainable and environment friendly agricultural systems is a 
focused approach of Muslim Aid Pakistan — UMCOR for 
improving productivity through intervention in already existing 
crops grown in the flood affected area or provision of improved 
variety crops. Food security is an issue in these areas because of 
flood losses. 
Muhammad Ismail son of Abdul Haq belongs to village Qasim 
Nagar, Union Council Kot Murad, Tehsil Athara Hazari, Jhang. He 
is growing wheat crop for the last twenty years. He depends on 
agriculture and livestock for his livelihood. With the assistance of 
MAP/UMCOR, Muhammad Ismail cultivated wheat on one acre 
land. He got technical training in best production practices. He 
observed a significant increase in his production, while comparing 
the improved variety with the locally purchased seed and 
traditional practices. 
Muhammad Ismail was living a contented life with his four family 
members. But he was not an exception for devastating floods that 
left millions of Pakistanis homeless including many in Jhang. 

Muhammad Ismail had a few acres of land. The flood stream turned cruel and washed away lush green fields, standing crops, fodder, livestock, 
houses and everything that came into its way. While standing in the devastated land, Ismail's wife narrates the story, “we had two acres of land 
and had two acres on lease, on which we had grown rice, wheat, maize and vegetables. We depended on the crops to meet 90 percent of our 
expenditures and also fulfill our domestic food requirements. But flash flood not only destroyed our stored food and animals but also affected the 
rice and sugarcane crops, resulting in significantly low production. So we had to purchase grain and fodder from the market. We needed a 
permanent solution to rehabilitate our land and assistance to help us meet our food, seed and other requirements. Affected farmers including 
our family were helpless and hopeless as to how to deal with the issue to get wheat seeds and fertilizer for the coming Rabbi season.” 
She went on to say that wheat seeds and fertilizers distributed by Muslim Aid Pakistan with the support of UMCOR were more than a help as they 
got huge financial relief as well as hope to get good production next year due to good quality of seeds and sufficient supply of fertilizer. The family 
owns a cow but now they are optimistic of having better production of wheat and fodder which will enable them to buy another cow next year.

Like thousands of other natives, Zar Laiq 
Khan had to leave his hometown in North 
Waziristan Agency amid military operation 
started in 2014. He along with his family 
members moved to District Bannu in KPK. 
Now he and his other relatives, in total nine 
families, are residing in Kotka Behram Shah 
in Bannu. 

They spent a few days in a primary school 
building in Bannu. But they left this shelter 
soon after citing difficulties in living there 
owing to congested place shared by many 
other TDPs of NWA. “We decided to leave to 
find comparatively better place to live. We 
chose village Kotka Behram shah for living,” 
Zar Laiq Khan recalled while narrating his 
story to Muslim Aid official. Unfortunately this 
was not the end to their woes. There was no 
clean drinking water in the area they chose 
as their habitat. 

“We met some of the elders of the area to 
seek help for an access to clean drinking 
water. Our efforts went in vain as they also 
had limited resources to provide us clean 

water or install water 
pumps for us,” he 
described. All the 
TDPs, later in their 
meeting, decided to 
relocate to some other 
place where they 
could have access to 
drinking water for 
t h e m  a n d  t h e i r  
livestock. 

Zar Laiq Khan said 
that just when we 
were planning to 
leave Kotka Behram 
Shah, a team of 
Muslim Aid visited our 
camp, did survey, took number of our tents 
and all the residents and assured us that they 
will install a shallow hand pump to provide us 
clean drinking water. Subsequently, Muslim 
Aid installed a shallow hand pump for us in 
Kotka Behram Shah. The pump not only 
fulfills our water needs but also benefits other 

locals living in nearby areas and passengers. 

 Zar Laiq Khan and other TDPs are very 
grateful to Muslim Aid and donor for 
providing them an easy access to clean 
water. They said this act of kindness has 
reaffirmed their faith in humanity and serving 
the mankind. 

Bringing back smiles and hope

An act of kindness…



Muslim Aid Pakistan has so far collected around 0.5 million petition 
signatures for #UpForSchool campaign launched to press world 
leaders to fulfill their promise of sending all out of school children to 
schools by end of 2015. This is going to be the world's largest 
petition which will be presented to the world leaders in the United 
Nations General Assembly in September 2015. 

Muslim Aid Pakistan is aspiring to collect one million signatures of 
Pakistanis to play our part in the efforts to guarantee quality 
education for 58 million out of school children around the world. 
Pakistan has around 5.4 million out of school children, the second 
highest ratio after Nigeria. Muslim Aid Pakistan collected these 

petitions in short span of two months after kicking off the campaign in April 
2015. 

Our teams and volunteers are busy in vast parts of the country to collect 
signatures and hold community awareness sessions to develop rationale 
on this critical issue. Muslim Aid management expresses gratitude for 
citizens, educational institutions, civil society organizations and 
dedicated volunteers for their valued contribution in our drive to collect 
one million signatures. On completion the petitions will be represented to 
Muslim Aid office in UK which is also collecting petitions from Muslim Aid 
field offices in other countries. 
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#UpForSchool Petition
Muslim Aid collects 0.5 million signatures
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